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Evolving English worksheet B. Complete the crossword below. If all the words are correct, another new word that recently entered the Oxford English Dictionary will read from top to bottom. It means a vacation for which you don’t travel abroad but instead remain in your own country Evolving English worksheet C. Exercise 2 The text from Worksheet A has been copied below, but now contains one mistake on each line. Can you find the mistakes and correct them? Evolving English worksheet D. Feb 8, 2019 - Explore harshruhela’s board “Evolving English” on Pinterest. See more ideas about Learn english, English vocabulary, English grammar. Media Tweets by Learn English (@EllaLanguage). The latest media Tweets from Learn English (@EllaLanguage). Learning #English? You’ve come to the right place. Tweets on English language learning. #ESL #ingles http://facebook.com/ellalanguage. Worldwide.